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ceeded in attaining." Those to whom she was a historical composition to be read ought to posstranger may perhaps be pardoned for cherish- sess, and which Mr. Montgomery has succeeded
ing the belief that the quality of the work she in securing. Such a plan of historical writing,
did was such as unmistakably to indicate an in- however, ought to be supplemented with copious
ability to do higher or better work, or to attain tables of genealogy and chronology; and here,
anyplace of distinction " i n American author- too, he has supplied what is needed, in a table of
descents and a table of events. As to the first,
ship."
Mrs. Ames was for sixteen years a newspaper we miist say that the descents would be far more
correspondent at Washington; or, as Mr. Hudson intelligible if put in a tabular form; all that is
•phrases it, "she lived a consecrated life." She contained in these eight pages, often in the shape
herself, speaking of earlier work, describes it of a long description, could be placed directly
thus: " I entered into a written contract to write before the eye in a series of genealogical tables
one column per day on any subject I was in- occupying half the spaced There is 'one map,
structed to write on, for three years in advance; clear, and good, but wholly inadequate for histoand at the end of that three yeai-s I had not for a rical purposes; also an index. The statements
single day failed of fulfilling my task, which in- are generally correct, although not always carecluded everything, from book reviews, comments fully sifted. On the occasion of Cromwell's turnon the Government, and public men and affairs, ing out the Rump Parliament (p. 135), he is said
to a common advertisement paragraph. . . . to have "entered the House at the head of a squad
The final result," she adds, " was not deteriora- of soldiers, and crying out, ' S i r Henry Vane,'
, tion of style, buc a much higher aggregate of etc." Now, as a fact, he left his soldiers at the
forces and of command." This " higher aggre- door, sat and listened to the debates for a consigate of command " she placed at the service of derable time, and ordered the Parliament out bethe New York Independent; and her husband fore he called in the troops. The famous words
says that "few writers, even of the opposite sex, addressed to Sir Henry Vane did not come in until almost the end of the proceedings. Perhaps
have been more influential."
it does not make much difference, but, if the story
In her newspaper coiTespondence Mrs. Ames is told at all, it might as well be told right. The
indulged in excessive personalities, both concern- battle of Edgehill, by the way (p. 121),wasfought
ing herself and others—wrote^ as it were, private not in Leicestershire, but in Warwickshire.
letters ,td the public, and " fioated " them with
what she perhaps called " breeziness," and what
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who stood nearest to her . . . may be par- IT is no small merit in a history of England that Parsons,
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doned for cherishing the belief that opportunity one can read page after page without meeting Pascoe,
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tries hard to be as severe and to laugh us boisterously as Mr. White. He had withdrawn his
answer in deference to the death of the unmannerly critic, but the republication of the cause of
offence in a volume of posthumous essays has
released him from any bond of courtesy, and he
now discharges the thunderbolt. He accuses Mr.
White of many things ; in particular, that he selected from the list of parallel phrases in ' Promus' and Shakspere those that had least likeness. Why; he loudly asks, did not Mr. White
choose such as these 2
"Tho'nghtlsfree." Promus, 053. .
"Thought Is free." Tempest, 111.
" All Is not gold that glisters." Promus, 477.
"All thatglisters is not gold." Merchant of Venice, ii., 7
One point he certainly makes, to wit: that the
quotation from 'Promus' " O the," which Mr.
White suggested might be " o t h e " (oath), is
correct, being written "Oye-' in the original.
He declares Sir Walter Raleigh the author of
the Sonnets, and so disposes of the argument
from that, quarter. Of the "charge" that
Bacon was destitute of the poetic faculty he
remarks it " is best met b y . t h e vast crescent
smile it evokes upon the. visage of the student
of Vei-ulam." The " v a s t crescent smile," we
fancy, transformed its horns into a less amusing facial expression when " the student of Verulara " ran upon the Stratford bust in the follow-'
ing fashion; •
.
'
" A. fat fellow, sturdy, comely, fresh-colored,
tlobber-cheeked, no neck; a mouth full of tongue,
a ten-percenter's forehead, the funniest perky
little nose, a length of upper lip which is a deformity, and on it two droll little flat curls of
moustache, supplemented by a short point of imperial on the chin."
Shades of Greene and Nash ! what an ally" did
ye lose 1
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CHEMISTRY,

Though published two months after the opening of the school year, has already been adopted, SOLELY ON ITS MERITS, in
seventeen Colleges and forty-eight High and Normal Schools.
Our Special Circular on this book (now in press, and froni which we quote below) will show with what unusual favor it
has been received.
-

The "following have " carefully examined it":

PROF. T. H. NORTON, Univ. of Cincinnati: " I t Is most admirably conceived, and
DR. WM. E. LOCKWOOD, Yale Colt.: "I have used the book to some extent, and
^.
greater familiarity conflrms my first Impression of its merits, viz: that It Is a very tho- Is at once entertaining, stimnlating, and accurate."
rough elementary work."
PBOF. W. W. DANIELLS. Univ. of Wisconsin: ': It Is'a superior text-book."
PROF. C. F. CH A.NDLER. Columbia Coll.: "I And !t to be an excellent book. Agreat
PROF. LOUIS HA.BEL, Tjiwis Coll , Northjield, Ft., editor o/. THB SCIENTIFIC R E degree of accuracy characterizes the entire work,'*
VIEW : *'Any attempt to criticise this book must prove a failure."
PROF. JAS. M. SAFPORD, Vanderbilt Vniv,: " I know of no more satisfactory book
PROF. J. S. SCHA NCE, Princeton Coll.: " I consider it one of the very best among
of Its class in the English language."
. the multitude of small works of late Issue.''
PROP.
W. 0. ATWATER, Wesleyan Univ., Middletomn, Ct.: " My assistants as well
PROF. C. A. SCHAEFFER, Cornell TJniv.: "After a careful examination of the conas myself are very highly pleased with It. One of the most cheering signs of the times
tents, it gives me great pleasure to pronounce it excellent. The plan Is well conceived,
and embodies the method by all means the best for imparting in a thorough manner tor the study of the sciences of nature seems to ine to be the appearance of such books
the first ideas of chemistry to the student.''
as this."
PROP. EDOAR EVERHART, Uiiiv. of Texas: " I t is the best elementary text-book
PROF. OTIS C. JOHNSON, Univ. of Michigan: '* I am very much pleased with it. I on chemistry
that I have seen."
like it so well that I have nothing to say by way of criticism."
PROP. W. G. RAPPLEYE, Normal ScJiool, Oswego, N. Y.: " It is refreshing to find a
PROF. F. F. JEWETT, Oberlin Coll.: " This book comes the nearest to what I have . book of the grade of Mr. Shepard's written by a man who knows what he is talking
been wanting of anything I have seen. I like it much."
, about."

<(

The following have fairly
tested it":
" I have used this book five months.
J. M. COIT, St. Paul's School, Concord. N.H.:

PROF. ROBERT B. WARDER, Purdue Univ.:
It has given general satisfaction, and I see no reason to alter my choice for the next
class."
PROF. A. V. E. yoUNa, Northwestern-Vniv., 111.: ' I have used the book with more
than usual interest."
PROF. G. W. KHALL, Manual Training School, St. Louis: "1 have used It during
the past session of school, and feel it a duty, as well as a pleasure, to recommend It as
the best class-book and most teachable chemistry yet published."
c^
PROP. JAS. T. ANDERSON, Central Coll, Mo.: " Having put It to rigid tost in the
class-room, I am now prepared to say that every expectation has been fully justified,
and I have no hesitancy in declaring that the claims which the friends of the'book
make for It are modest Indeed."
PROF. EDWIN E. LEWIS, Wabash Coll., Ind.: " This test of the book in the laboratory has been so satisfactory .that 1 have no hesitation In deciding to adopt it as a means
of Increasing the Interestand usefulness of the study in the college."
PROF. MARY H. SMITH, Penn Coil., Pittsburg, Fa.: "It has been a delight to me
all of the year, and If, by a word, lean do anything toward its larger introduction, I
shall feel that I have indeed done something for the cause of chemistry."

"I have been using It, and And it
an admirable text-book. It Is eminently practical."
F. M. GILLEr, High School, Chelsea, Mass.: "Experience In the class-room and
laboratory has confirmed my previous opinion of it. No greater commendation could
there be than the increased pleasure and interest the scholars have in the subject. The
book is unusually free from mistakes. It is far In advance of previous text-books."

FRANK W. BARROWS, Aca^my, Worcester, Mass.: "The book pleases me exceedingly. I began to use it before It was ready for the market. For clearness and
completeness it is unexcelled by any book of Its pretensions. As a contribution to Im
proved methods of teaching and studying chemistry, Ic Is deservedly a success."
LILLIE J MARTIN, High School, Indianapolis, Jnd.: •' I have taught from It for
eight months. - I still think, as at first, that for high school use it is by far the best book
yet published."
CHARLES R. DRYER, High School, Ft. Wayne, Ind..: " We are using It. There is
no question that the plan of the book is more nearly the correct one than any other
published."

Sample copy settt by mail on receipt of Introduction Price {^1.12).

D. C. HEATH
J Tremont Place, Boston.
DR.

& .CO., Publishers,
iSj

id Astor Place, New York.
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HOURS WITH GERMAN CLASSICS.
By FREDERIC HENRY HEDGE.
The student, the man of literary tastes, everybody who possesses a library, must add this volume to his
treasures.
FROM THE HARTFORD
GOURANT.
.
"'Hours with German Classics,' by Frederic Henry Hedge, D.D., former Professor of German in Harvard
University, is a volume of unusual literary interest and excellence. Its essays contain the substance of lectures delivered b^ the author in his capacity as Professor of German Literature. Many of our older readers will recall with
pleasure Dr. Hedge's ' Prose Writers of Germany,' a book which opened the treasures of German prose literature to
American readers, and greatly stimulated the desire and endeavor to study the language In which such treasures are
hid. Dr. Hedge Is not only a thorough German scholar, but Is also a critic of the first order, and no scholar in our
country is better fitted in all respects to write Instructively of the German classics. His sketch of the heroic age of
German literature, of the Nlbelungenlled, and of the medleeval poems. Is fascinating. Luther, Hans Sachs, Klopstock, Lessing, Wieland, Herder, Goethe, Schiller, Jean Paul, Hoffman, and Heine are the principal names that come
under review from the period of the Reformation. It is a book that will be read with delight and profit, and nothing
better of Its kind is accessible to our readers."
FROM THE BOSTON
BWAGON.
"'Hours vrtth German Classics' may be hailed as an American classic. It is a fact that Dr. Hedge is one of
the best prose writers of whom our literature can boast, an honored -and very considerable poet, a thorough
thinker, and as famlUar with the language and literature of Germany as If it was his own. . . . It Is infinitely
the best work on the German masters ever written in our language, itself a masterpiece that wlU indicate to coming generations the high-water mark of American familiarity with German literature." '
FROM THE BOSTON
GLOBE.
" Whoever takes up this volume of essays by Dr. Hedge need only glance at its titles to appreciate Its rare value;
. for he will notice quickly that the twenty papers relate to epochs in that department of literature which the author
has indlssolubly connected in his Uterary reputation with that of philosophy and religion by equally profitable study
and labor. And because once having known the quality of thought and style of treatment of Dr. Hedge-perhaps
while sitting before him as Professor of German at Harvard University, or before him as a pulpit or a platform
teacher of the people—one must always remember and recognize them, and desire to enjoy them anew. These essays contain the substance of several lectures delivered during his professorship, and, informally, afford an Important critical history of German literature, from • The Nlbelungenlled ' to Helnrlch Heine. The plan has been to select
inorder, the author.originating, or most prominently extending, a literary Influence; to show his relationtohis
time, give a brief biography, and describe and criticise his principal works.
"In an Interesting introduction he finds certain qualities peculiar to German literature, and making it a true ex^
pdnent of the national mind—a predominant idealism, a tendencytosee all things In the light of Ideas; philosophic
criticism ; predominance of imagination; cosmopolitan breadth of view; generous appreciation of foreign merit.
. This issue must be regarded as an Important onetoconvey to students cultured and correct knowledge of the growth
and characteristics of German literature, as well as to set alluringly before general readers the beauties of the writings of the great German authors. It is a thick volume of 631 pages."
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